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February 26, 2013 

The Honorable Edward Kasemeyer 

Chairman, Budget and Taxation Committee 

Maryland Senate 

3 West Miller Senate Building 

11 Bladen Street 

Annapolis, MD 21401 

 

The Honorable Verna Jones-Rodwell 

Maryland Senate 

420 Miller Senate Building 

11 Bladen Street 

Annapolis, MD 21401 

 

RE: SB 741, “State Retirement and Pension System – Board of Trustees” 

 

Dear Chairman Kasemeyer and Senator Jones-Rodwell: 

I write as a follow-up to issues raised during the testimony on Senator Jones-Rodwell’s SB 741, 

and Delegate Griffith's HB 390, cross-filed bills to add a county government seat to the Board of 

Trustees for the Maryland State Retirement and Pension System (Board). This bill is a MACo 

initiative for the 2013 session. 

MACo is confident that the bill is a reasonable follow-up to the new cost arrangement for 

teacher pensions. The county representation adds expertise and perspective, and grants a 

suitable “seat at the table” for a substantial payer of system costs. Counties ask for your 

support in securing this important role. 

Current Seat is for Participants, Not Counties 

Several questions from bill opponents have centered on the current Board seat representing 

“participating government units” or PGUs. For years, the Board has included this 

representation, to ensure consideration of various PGUs – who place their employees into the 

state “pool” at their discretion. The counties who elect to participate in the state pool (currently 

12) have never raised concerns that this seat, spread across nearly 50 municipalities and 
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numerous independent state agencies, has served inadequately. SB 741 does not make this 

claim, either – the PGU seat serves a needed but broad purpose, and should be retained. 

The proposed new seat is completely consistent with the Board's current makeup. Our Board 

was actively designed to represent a full complement of stakeholders. County governments 

have a newly enacted fiscal responsibility to support pension costs of teachers in the State-

managed system, and a new role as a stakeholder. This commitment (approaching a quarter 

billion dollars per year) merits a fiscal oversight role, loosely comparable to the role currently 

afforded to the State's Treasurer or budget Secretary (each of whom are appropriately ex-officio 

Board members). This ensures that the perspective of all county governments – not just those 

currently electing to belong – will be among those in the Board's deliberations. 

The Board's Role Is Administrative 

An undertone of comments on SB 741 has been that the proposed county government seat 

would “dilute” current representatives of other stakeholder groups. MACo believes this 

argument misses the essential function of the current Board. The Board's essential role is to 

offer fiduciary and oversight guidance to the system, its procedures, and its investments. The 

Board is not charged with matters of benefit structures, or other sorts of decisions that might 

inherently lead toward deep conflict or split voting among the various stakeholders. 

The constitution of Maryland's Board wisely seeks to represent stakeholders, each of whom 

bring important expertise and perspective to its deliberations. The seat proposed by SB 741 

would enhance these assets, by adding an individual with substantial government budget 

experience. 

We hope that this background will prove helpful as the committee considers this legislation in 

the days ahead. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Michael Sanderson 

Executive Director 

 

CC: Members, Budget and Taxation Committee 


